
FINDHORN BAY LOCAL NATURE RESERVE (FBLNR)
MINUTES OF THE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

HELD IN THE JAMES MILNE INSTITUTE, FINDHORN AT 1900HRS ON
THURSDAY 18 APRIL 2019

Committee members present:
 
Roy Dennis (RHD) - Chair
Mo Hyde (MoH) - Vice Chair, also representing Findhorn Heritage
Mike Crutch (MC) - Secretary
Bill Barber (WB), Findhorn Angling Club
Glenn Buchanan (GB), Royal Findhorn Yacht Club
Claire Feaver (CF), The Moray Council
Pete Finch (PF), Findhorn Foundation
Manja Hannon (MaH), Friends of Findhorn Bay
Bob MacKay (RM), FNDWA
Dr Colin Shedden (CS), BASC
Richard Somers-Cocks (RSC), nature conservation/ornithology
Ian Suttie (IS), nature conservation/ornithology
Davina Thomas (DT), Findhorn Village Centre
Alan Tissiman (AT), Forres Community Council
 
Apologies: Colin Bell, Karen Cunningham, Jen Heatley
 

1. Welcome 

RHD welcomed all for attending.
 

2. Minutes of the AGM 2018  

The minutes were accepted - proposed by DT, seconded by WB.
 

3. Chairman's Annual Report 2018-2019 

RHD stated that the FBLNR remains important location for wildlife.  Data on bird numbers, 
through general observations as well as four official Wetland Birds (WeBs) counts through 
the year show that numbers overall either remain steady or even increase for some 
species; this bucks the downward trend at nearby coastal sites which are also covered by 
the WeBs effort.  Highlight species for birds in the bay this past twelve months were single 
examples of Baird’s Sandpiper, Wood Sandpiper and Pacific Golden Plover.

RHD also commented that the raft to attract breeding tern species to the bay had been 
deployed but has had no success thus far, exacerbated by surface conditions.  Elsewhere 
around the bay, the information board project had been completed (thanks go to the team 
involved once again) although two remain in storage as they have not been erected due to 
specific issues at the proposed sites.



Lastly, RHD apprised the committee on the ongoing discussions regarding wildfowling 
which have been conducted since Autumn 2018.  A forthcoming meeting on 26 April, led by 
community engagement officers of The Moray Council, will hopefully generate the finalised 
plan for public consultation involving both public events in Findhorn, Kinloss and Forres as 
well as a questionnaire which will contain three options covering different times/locations 
for wildfowling to take place on the bay; the latter have been generated by the group 
involved in the mediation phase.  Once details are published, the details will be circulated 
to committee members for review prior to a group discussion and vote on the proposals at 
our next meeting on 13 June in order to provide a formal response from the FBLNR to the 
public consultation process.

Committee members made various comments in response to the wildfowling aspects; RM 
expanded his view from the wildfowlers’ perspective, CF expressed her hope that sufficient 
responses will be garnered from conservation and birdwatching interest groups for the 
public consultation element, and WB asked who will finally preside over a decision on the 
way ahead once the consultation is concluded; RHD replied that it will be The Moray 
Council. 
 
Secretary’s Note 1: MC represented the FBLNR at the wildfowling meeting on 26 April; CS 
and RM were also present representing BASC and FNDWA respectively.  Although some 
progress was made on the community engagement format, final drafting of the 
questionnaire and agreement on voting mechanisms have yet to take place and the 
FBLNR management committee will be apprised in due course.

Secretary’s Note 2:  in addition to the above report, thanks are also recorded to RSC for 
his continued management and update of the FBLNR website.

4. Treasurer's Annual Report

In the absence of Simon Paterson, no report was presented during the meeting however 
the accounts to 31 March 2019 are shown below as supplied by him post meeting:



5. Election of officers  

Roy Dennis was re-elected in as Chairman, proposed by MaH and seconded by GB.
Mo Hyde was re-elected as Vice Chair, proposed by RSC and seconded by MC. 
 
RHD also proposed that a Forres Community Council representative be appointed to the 
committee, as a significant portion of the reserve lies with their area of responsibility.  Alan 
Tissiman will act in the role in the first instance and was welcomed. Proposed by MoH, 
seconded by DT.
 

6. Any other business  

None noted. The meeting was then brought to a close. 
 

prepared by Mike Crutch, Secretary FBLNR MC  


